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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER I
1

December 29, 1982

(ALAB-708)

Introduction

The Licensing Board issued its partial initial decision

dealing with various issues of plant design, modifications,

and procedures on December 14, 1981. LBP-81-59, 14 NRC

1211. Essentially, the Board concluded that, once various

changes were made, TMI-1 could safely be restarted. The

Unicn of Concerned Scientists (UCS) appealed from that

decision. Briefs were filed and we heard oral argument on

September 1, 1982.

:r nr cr.publishet memcrandur and crder issued on

Nevetter 5, ;9t;, we set forth cur prel;n.ir.e.ry views and

concerns recarding the evidentiary record on the issues of

the capability of the so-called " feed and bleed" and
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" boiler-condenser" processes to remove decay heat from the

reactor core in the event of a loss of main feedwater or a

small break loss of coolant-accident at TMI-1. While

acknowledging that our review of the record was not yet

complete, we indicated that a reopening of the record might

be necessary to resolve our concerns. We noted, however,

that a more satisfactory alternative might be available. We

then requested the parties' views regarding that alternative
.

nnd, in the absence of our proposed changes, the need for

reopening the record.

i

Those views are now before us. Briefly, the licensee

and the NRC staff argue that the existing evidentiary record
,

is adequate and that neither our proposed conditions nor a

reopening of the record is required. -1/ The Union of
,

Concernec Scientists (UCS) is in partial-agreement with our

analysis but maintains that the record, nevertheless, must

be reopened. -2/

i

~~1/ See Licensee's Response to Appeal Board Memorandum and
Order of November 5, 1982 (November 22, 1982)
(hereinafter referred to as Licensee Fesponse); NRC
Staff Ccements in Response to Apptcl Eonrd Memorandum
and Crder of Hovember 5, 19E2 (UcVerber 22, 1952)
(hereinafter referred to as Staff Response).

' ~~2/ See UCS Response to Appeal Board Memorandum and Order
of November 5, 1982 (November 22, 1982) (hereinafter
referred to as UCS Response).

|
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As we explain below, there are substantial inconsisten-

cies in the parties.' positions as well as in the testimony

presented at the hearing. In addition, the parties'

responses raise a number of questions that can not'be

resolved satisfactorily on the present record. We have

concluded, therefore, that a limited reopening of the record

is required to facilitate our prompt resolution of these

matters.

Backcround

The TMI-2 accident raised questions about, among other

things, the reliability of existing plant systems to provide

adequcte decay heat removal in the event of a main feedwater

transient or certain small break loss of ecclant accidents.

In its August 9, 1979 Order and Notice of Hearing, the

Commission ordered the licensee to take a number of short

and long term actions to resolve certain stated concerns and

directed the Licensing Board to determine whether those

actions were necessary and sufficient to provide adequate

protection of the public health and safety. CLI-79-8, 10

NRC 141, 144-46. Cur review of the Ecard's initial decision

on these matters requires a consideration of the soundness

of the Board's conclusions regarding the sufficiency of the

prcpestd corrective actions.

Before dircussing the parties' argurente in detail, we

believe that some further explanation of our concerns may be

helpful. In the event of cn accident involving the reactor
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cr its safety systems, reactor operation automatically

ceases. Although the fission process is. terminated, heat

continues to be produced in the reactor core by the

radioactive decay of fission products. - 3/ As a result, a--

reliable means of' removing this decay heat is required-for-

an extended period after reactor shutdown.

In the event of a small break loss-of-coolant accident

cr a main feedwater transient, the record suggests
o

essentially two means of reactor core decay heat removal at

TMI-1, depending on the conditions that are present. $/ If

the emergency feedwater system is available, core cooling

may be accomplished by aatural circulation of reactor
.

coclant to the steam generators, where heat is transferred

te secondary water which converts to steam. Natural

circulation is dependent upon the difference in reactor

coolant density in the reactor core and the steam

generators.
2 -

There are two possible types of natural circulation,.

depending upon the state of the reactor ccolant. If the

,

~~1.' ". he ta c t rate drops immediately upon shutdcun to less
than 10 percent of full reactor power, followed by c
rcre graduti 6ecrease.

4/. The reactor coolant pumps and main feedwater system are
~~

assuaed to be inoperative because they are not safety-
grade.,

_ -
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reactor coolant system is relatively free'of steam bubbles,

liquid (also called single-phase) natural circulation can be

maintained. If there is substantial steam formation at the

high points of the reactor coolant system, however~, cooling

would depend on the establishment of a type of two-phase

natural circulation referred to as the " boiler-condenser"

mode. In this process, core decay heat generates steam,

which risea through the hot legs to the steam generators,,

where it condenses. Water then flows through the cold legs

to the core, where the process begins anew. As indicated

above, either type of natural circulation is. dependent on

the operability of the emergency feedwater s stem.

If emergency feedwater is not available, decay heat

must be re=cved by the so-called " feed and bleed" process,

in which cooling water is injected into the reactor vessel

by the high pressure injection (HPI) pumps and expelled from

the system through the break itself, the power-operated

relief valve (PORV), or the safety relief valves. For this

process to be successful, flow from the HPI pumps must be

sufficient to replace the amount of ecclant lort out of the

system.

As we noted in our November 5, 1952 memorandum and )

:rder (at -3), the Licensing Eccrf fcund that the emergency
i

fcedwater syrtem at TMI-l was not sufficiently reliable, by j
i

itself, to provide adequate protection of the public health j

| |
'

anf safetv. This conclusion was based essentiall. on a l
| |
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quantitative probabilistic analysis.of the so-called-

" failure" cn demand of the emergency feedwater system.- It

also appears to be based, at least in part,_upon the Board's

. observation that the emergency feedwater system will not be

fully safety-grade at restart. The Board concluded, as a

result, that. feed and bleed is needed as a backup.

LBP-81-59, supra, 14-N,RC at 1370-72 (1981).

As discussed abovc, natural circulation (either liquid

er boiler-condenser mode) must be maintained to transport

decay heat from the reactor core to the steam generators to

provide adequate core cooling using the emergency feedwater

system. The reccrd indicates that liquid natural .

circulation may be lost during a small brech LOCA. See pp.

4-5, supra. Our preliminary view was that the viability of

the boiler-condenser or two-phase mode of natural

circulation cooling had not been adequately proved on the

record. To remove steam and to help reestablish single

phase natural circulation cooling, we suggested that the

vents in the hot leg high points could be used. We clso

suggested that an individual be assigned to operate the

emergency feedwater flow control valves m.anually in the

event that the Integrated Control System (ICS), which is not

safety-grade, fciled to cperate. We indicated that, with

there two mcdifications in place, we would be prepared to

find the emergency feedwater system sufficiently rcliable

that feed and bleed would not be required. Memorandum and

. - - _ _ _ -. __ . _ . - . _ . _
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Order of November 5, 1982 at 9-10. -5/ Because these

measures were not fully considered at the hearing, we

requested, among other things, "the parties' views

concerning the sufficiency of our proposed requirements."

We also offered our preliminary view that there'is

insufficient evidence of record to support the Board's

finding that feed and bleed is a viable means of decay heat

removal at TMI-1. We noted, in addition, that information

supplied us by the staff in two recent Board notifications

_5/ The licensee challenged as inappropriate the Licensing
Board's reliance on quantitative analysis as a basis
for concluding that the emergency feedwater system is
unreliable. While we have reached no final conclusions
with respect to this aspect of the licensee's argument
on appeal, we believe that the record is adequate
concerning the reliability of the emergency feedwater
system in the event of a small break LOCA or a loss of
main feedwater at THI-1.

Very recently, we received two Board Notifications
(BN-82-118 and BN-82-118A) which discuss a report by a
staff consultant that the emergency feedwater system at
THI-l may lack the capability to withstand a postulated
safe shutdown earthquake. (Although these Board
Notifications are dated November 22, 1982 and December
9, 1952, respectively, we did not receive them until
December 22, 1982.) The scope of this proceeding does
not include seismic qualification of the EFW system.

| This information does raise the persibility, however,
'

that reliance may have tc hc placed en other plant
i syr ces tc provide adequate core cooling. We do not

a d . ire s t seismic quclification of the EFW cystem in this,

| memorandum and order. That matter will be censidered
' by the NRC staff and the Commission outside the

adjudicatory process.
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' tended to undermine the Licensing Board's conclusion. -6/-

As we discuss later, the staff's response to our November 5,

1982. order lends support to its-position that feed and bleed

wculd provide adequate core cooling at TMI-1.,

Analysis

The responses we received raise many questions which wee

believe must be answered before we'can reaca a final'

decision-on these matters. There-are also a number of -

inconsistencies in the evidence of record which, in our

judgment, must be satisfactorily resolved in order to

facilitate our review. Our discussion of them-follows.

A. Emergency Feedwater System Reliability
.

Ac mentioned previously, the Licensing Board found that

the emergency feedwater system, even after it is modified to

full safety-grade status, will not be sufficiently reliable

to protect the public without feed and bleed as a backup.
4

'See pp. 5-6, supra. UCS endorses that finding and argues

that our proposed modifications are therefore not sufficient

withcut the availability of feed and bleed. -7/-

In contrast, the licensee points out that it has

appealed the Licensing Board's decision on emergency

feedwater reliability and that the staff has supported that
;

I

!

6/ See Eli-82-93 (Sept. 14, 1982); BN-62-107 (Oct. 22,
~~

1982).

_2/ See UCF Eesponse at 3.

|
- _- .. . . .
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appeal. The-licensee urges that we modify the Board's

decision to hold that the short and long term actions are

sufficient to protect the public health and-safety. In

short, the licensee argues that the emergency feedwater'

system is sufficiently reliable and that feed and bleed

cooling is not necessary. -8/ Although not expressly

stated as such, the staff's position appears to be the same

for it, too, argues that reliance on feed and bleed is not

required. -9/

It is not our intention to address the entire question

of emergency feedwater system reliability now. Nor is it

necessary to do sc. We shall consider that subject,

including -he licensee's argument regarding the Board's

reliance on quantitative analysis, more fully in our final

decision addressing all of the design issues that are before

us. At this juncture, it should suffice to note that

because of our concerns that steam voids may interrupt

liquid natural circulation and that the boiler-condenser

process may not be a viable means of decay heat removal (see

pp. 15-16, 24-33, infra), we are currently unable to

determine whether the short term actions to improve

energency feedwater system reliability are sufficient to

prctect the public.

.

E/ See Licensec Response at 4-5, 2-12.

[[/ Sce Staff Responic r.t E. Eu: cee ncte 5, rupra.
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In our judgment, there are three ways (and perhaps

others) in which our concerns might be resolved: -(l) the

vents to be installed in the hot leg high points could be

shown to be useful for successfully removing steam and

restoring liquid natural circulation; (2) the

boiler-condenser process could be adequately demonstrated as

a viable means of decay heat removal at TMI-1; or (3) the

viability of feed and bleed as a means of decay heat removal |

could be sufficiently proven. As we explain in the balance

of this memorandum and order, we would need additional

evidence before we could accept any one of those

propositions in this casc. Contrary to the licensee's
,

suggestion (Licensee Respcnse at 5) , cur conclusion does not

depend upon whether or when the emergency feedwater system.

at TMI-l will be fully safety-grade. Rather, it stems from

our judgment that the problems presented by steam voiding

must be adequately resolved for both the short and the long

term.

As we mentioned above, the staff and licensee would

have us rely upon the emergency feedwater (EFW) system to

remove core decay heat in the event of a small break LOCA or

a main feeduater transient. See pp. 8-9, supra. See also

Tr. 4816-1C (I;ea te n) ; Tr. 5016, 5502-C3 (Jensen): Tr.

5645-47 (Lanese); Tr. 614C (Wermiel). Ee must reitercte

that reliance upon the emergency feedwater system

meessarily involves reliance upon natural circulation
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-(liquid or boiler-condenser mode) _to transport the decay

heat from the reactor core to the steam generators.

Although the system is undergoing extensive modification, it

will not be fully safety-grade at restart. Capodanno et

al., fol. Tr. 5642, at 1.

Because the record was unclear regarding the status of

the EFW modifications, we requested information on this

subject prior to oral argument. --10/ The licensee provided

a list of the modifications that will be completed before

restart and those to be completed during the next refueling

outage. 11/ The staff indicated that the EFW system will-

be fully safety-grade by the end of the next' refueling

12/outage.

One of the near-term modifications which the licensee

listed was the provision of operator control of emergency

feedwater flow to each steam generator independent of the

Integrated Control System (ICS). --13/ In our November 5,

1982 memorandum and order (at 9-10), we discussed our

10/ See our Order of July 14, 1982 (unpublished) at 3-4.

11/ Licensee's Response to Appeal Board Order of July 14,
19F2 U.ug u s t 12, 1982) at 9-12.

~~11, Affidavit of Richard E. Jacobs (Aug. C, 1982) at 4-5,
attached to NRC Staff's Response to Appeal Ecard's
Order of July 14, 1982 (August 9, 19E2).

13/ Licensee's Responso (August 12, 1982) at 10.
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concern for the dependence of the EFW system on'the non

safety-grade ICS to operate the'EFW flow control valves. We

noted that the record was unclear as to the safety-grade

status of the'EFW manual control capability. Id,. at 9 n.19.

.
See, e.g., Tr. 5580-81 (Jensen),. 5710-11 (Lanese), 7106-07

(Broughton), 7705 (Keate n) ; Staff Ex. 1 at'C1-11. .The

licensee responds that the manual control stations will be

powered from a Class 1E (i.e., high reliability) power

supply and a single failure in the manual circuits will not

result in a loss of system function. 14/ We interpret this--

response to mean that the manual control capability will not

be fully safety grade but is considered by the licensee to
,

be highly reliable. The staff, hcuever, asserts that a

" safety-grade manual control capability" exists at TMI-1.15/-

This apparent inconsistency leads us to wonder whether (1)

equipment projected to be safety-grade prior to restart may

not actually be so, and (2) equipment that was not intended

to be safety-grade by restart may be so. These two

questions must be resolved by evidence of record.

In our November 5, 1982 memorandum and order (at 9), we

proposed the assignment of an individual whose sole function

would be to operate the ::ow control valves manually

14/ Licensee Response at 13.

15/ Staff Response at 3.

. . . _- . - .
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following the onset of an accident.16/ We indicated that-

.

this assignment would resolve our concern for the dependence

of the emergency feedwater system on the non safety-grade

ICS. The licensee referred us to plant procedures that
_

require the control room operator to dispatch an auxiliary

operator to the flow control valves for any EFW pump

auto-start condition. See Lic. Ex. 49 at 2.0, 6.0; Lic. Ex.

48 at 10.0, 30.0.17/ If the emergency feedwater flow were-

not achieved by the control room operator, the auxiliary
operator would take manual control of the flow control

valves.18/ We are satisfied with the plant procedures for-

manuci control of the EFW fl.ow control valve.9. Provided

-

tha: they are retair.ed for use by T!:I-1 operators, we

consider cur concern regarding the capability for manual,

J control of emergency feedwater to be resolved.
s

UCS argues that the emergency feedwater control

capability is not safety-grade because there is only one

~~16/ The licensee appears to have interpreted this proposal
to mean the stationing of an operator at the valves on
a full-time basis. See Licensee Responce at 12 n.14.
Mc.ecyc: cur intent ::: the cscigr:.ent of th c duty tc,

ar ::.;;cidual enly if an accident cheulf cccur.

'ca 1..

u;_ at! c.

___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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flow control valve for each steam generator. 19/- It

claims that a break in one of the steam generators woul'd

cause isolation of that steam generator, with the result

that a single failure of the flow control valve to.the other j

steam generator would cause a total loss of feedwater. UCS

asserts that this possibility would exist regardless of

whether emergency feedwater. control is manual or automatic. l
I

We disagree. As explained above, we are satisfied with

the licensee's procedures for manual control of the valves

as a short-term measure before the emergency feedwater

. system is fully safety-grade. A single electrical failure

of a ficw control valve could be overcome by manual control
,

of the valve handwheel. A singic mechanical failure of the

flow control valve would not affect the operability of the.

entire EFW system, which should provide adequate core

cooling. 20/ In addition, the licensee is modifying the-

~~19/ UCS Response at 2. One of the lono-term modifications
to achieve a fully safety-grade EF system is the
provision for parallel EFW flow control valves to each
steam generator. See Wermiel and Curry, fol. Tr.
16,718, at 25, 30.

t --20/ General Design Criteria 34 (Residual heat removal) and
35 (Emergency core cooling) of Appendix A to 10 CFR
Part 50 require that adequate core cooling be available
ir the event of a " single failurc." A single failure
ir dcfited as "an occurrence which results in the Ices
cf capatility of a ecmponent to perforr its intended
safety functions. Multiple failures resulting frcm a
single occurrence are considered to be a single
failure." 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, Definitions and
Explanations. Staff witness Jensen testified that two
HPI pumps would provide adequate core cooling even if
crorgency feedwater were not crailable. Tr. 558E-89.
See cisc cur discussion of feed and bleed (pp. 33-42,
infra).

_-
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flow control valves prior to restart to provide backup

instrument air supplies with provisions for the valves to

move to the open position upon loss of instrument air. See

Lic. Ex. 1 at 2.1-25-26; Lic. Ex. 15 at 6-7. As a result,

we consider the manual control capability together with the

licensee's short-term modifications to make the EFW flow

control valves sufficiently reliable until the emergency

feedwater system is modified to full safety-grade status.

We shall address the long-term modifications in our final

decision. --21/. .

E. Liquid Natural Circulation

As discussed earlier, natuill circulation (either

liquid cr boiler-condenser mode) ms =t transport decay heat

from the reactor core to the steam generators for the core

to be adequately cooled using the emergency feedwater

system. In this section, we discuss maintenance of liquid
natural circulation and the possible use of the vents. Our

concerns for the viability of the boiler-condenser mode are

' discussed in the following section.

Analyses indicate that liquid natural circulation would

be interrupted by steam formation for any break in the

reactor cociant system larger than about .005 ft2 if only

21 At nct time, we shall alsc address UCE' argument en
appeal that the Licensing Board icproperly delegated
its decisionmaking authority to the staff to provide a
long-term solution to the stear generator bypass logic
problem. See UCE Brief on Excep; ions to the Partial
Initial Lccisicr of December 1, 1981 (Ma r c': 22, 19E2)
(hc rcinaf ter ref erred tc as UCS 3;ief) at SE.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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one HPI pump were operating and about 01 ft2 if.two HPI

pumps were operating. Tr. 4683-84 (Jones). --22/ Steam

bubbles would collect at the high points of the primary

system. It may be possible to remove this steam by use of

the reactor coolant pumps or by ejection from high point

vents. Tr. 4617, 4623-24 (Jones). The reactor coolant

pumps are not safety-grade and, as a result, cannot be

relied upon to perform this function. Therefore, we

concentrate our discussion on the vents to be installed in
the hot leg high points. a

~

The parties are in agreement that the capability of the

hot' leg vents to remove steam from the high points of the
,

het legs sufficient 1 to re-establish natural circulation is

not demonstrated on :he record. In its response to our

November 5, 1982 reworandum and order, the licensee goes

further to state that "the record at best casts doubt on the

22/ The location of the break can significantly affect the
ability of emergency core cooling systems to safely
mitigate an accident. B&W analyses indicate that the
reactor coolant pump dischcrge is the ,corst location
for a small break because substantial loss of HFI ficw
cut the break will occur. Lic. D. E at Section
6.2.1.3.2. Where witnesses have not specified the
brcak locatien, we have assumed it to be the reactor
coolant pump discharge.

|

|
|

l
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utility of these vents to remove steam and re-establish

natural circulation." 23/--

The licensee and UCS cite staff statements at oral

argument to the effect_that calculations performed at Los

Alamos National Laboratory indicate that the vents may not
'

be useful in restoring natural circulation. 24/ See App.-

Tr. 291-92 (Sheron) . We note, however, that those

calculations assumed a vent of approximately 1 centimeter

(0.394 in.) in diameter, whereas the vents to be installed

at TMI-1 were reported to be 0.8 inches in diameter. 25/-

The flow rates associated with these different vent sizes

may have a significant effect on the potential for

successful use of the vents to promote natural circulation.

23/ Licensee Response at 39. The licensee argues that its
witness Jones was re: erring only to the TMI-2 accident
in discussing the use of the vents to restore natural
circulation. Id. at 40. See Tr. 4617, 4623-24. While
we agree that EF. Jones initially addressed the
circumstances of the TMI-2 accident, his testimony can
be fairly read tc include the general use of the vents
to promote liquid natural circulation at TMI-1. See
Tr. 4623-24. Later, Mr. Jones also discussed the use
of the vents to assist in refilling th<r rvimary system
ind restoring natural circulation. Tr. 10,778.

'iccnsee Respcnse at 40; UCS Response at 4.ii. .

25 See Ecard Notificatico EK-E2-65 (July 9, 1982),
--

Enclosure 1 at 27, 40-41. See alco Tr. 4865 (Jones).
For perspective, the size of the FORY is 1.05 in:
(i.e., about 1.15 inches diameter). Tr. 5090 (Jones).
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In order to confirm or-reject the capability of the vents,

additional tests with more realistic plant characteristics

would be.necessary.

UCS suggests that opening the vents, with the resultant

loss of pressure, might cause more water to flash to st'eam

if there is inadequate margin to saturation. 26/- The--

staff also argues that the vents would be "both unnecessary

and ineffective" in re-establishing liquid natural circula-

tion. 27/' The staff then indicates, however, that the-

vents may be' beneficial in recovering liquid natural

circulation "from a condition of prior operation in feed and

bleed or boiler-condenser natural circulation." 28/-4

.
.

7.lthough the staff's argument is not entirely clear, we

anderstand it to be similar to that advanced by UCS -- i.e.,

that the vents would not be useful when the primary coolant

is saturated because coolant would flash to steam as a

result of depressurization when the vents were opened.

The staff also discusses the possible use o'f the vents
,

to perform the " bleed" function during feed and bleed

26/ UCS Resconse at 4-5.

| ~~27/ Affidavit of Walton L. Jensen, Jr. (I;cv . 22, 1981) at
I 3, attached to Staff Response.

28/ Id.
:

|
|

!
\

. - - . - -.
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cooling. 29/ Staff calculations indicate'that the vents-

1

.

would be too small to provide adequate steam relief for a
!

significant period after reactor shutdown. 30/ Similarly,-

UCS suggests that "some of the same difficulties with feed

and bleed demonstrated by the Semiscale tests S-SR-1 and

S-SR-2 might also be-encountered in attempting to ' bleed'

the steam accumulated in the hot leg through the

vents."31/ UCS argues that, depending on the conditions-

present, flow through the vents could be two-phase or liquid
i
1

with a potential net loss in reactor coolant system
]
!

inventory.

It is possible that, during saturated conditions in the

hot legs, the vents might not be useful in removing

sufficient excess steam to restore natural circulation. It

is also possible that the vents might not be of use for feed

and bleed immediately after reactor shutdown. These matters

must be explored further before any firm conclusions can be

drawn.

29/ Id. at 4-7.

30/ Id. at 4 We note that the vent size (0.5 inches
;;cteter) crecified E3 ctaff witncsr Jensen it
tagnifier..tly smaller than that (0.E inches) indicated
by the licensee in ice testirct;. See Tr. 4E65
( J c r.e r ) .

31/ UCS Responsc at 4.

. . .
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The licensee asserts that the Commission has

established the purpose of the vents and the schedule for

their installation in connection with its hydrogen _ control

rulemaking. 32/ The staff also observes that the vents are-

designed to remove noncondensibleigases in accordance with

10 CFR 550.44. 33/ While it is true that the Commission has--

recuire'd the installation of high point vents in connection
with hydrogen control, it is not at all clear to us that the

only permissible use for the vents is the removal of

noncondensible gases. 34/ The licensee itself has indicated-

that the vents could also provide an alternate.means of

reactor coolant removal when release outside the containment .

building is not permitted because of high radioactivity in

the reactor coolant. See Lic. Ex. 1 at 2.1-3Se.

We fully appreciate the Commission's admonition --

recently reaffirmed in CLI-82-32, 16 NRC (Oct. 22, 1982)

-- that the issue of whether the licensee has satisfactorily

32/ See Licensee Response at 40-42.

33/ Staff Response at 4

~~34/ We note, for example, that in an enclosure (at 1) to
a letter from NRC Chairman Palladino to the Honorable
Morris K. Udall (July 30, 1981) discussing the
formation of a steam bubbic at T :1-2 in Ecptember 15 77
during het functional testing, it was etc:ed that the .

'" ability to cope with incidents involving gases or
vapor in the system in now being provided through
installation of high point vents."

:

|
|
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completed necessary short-term or long-term items shall be

determined by the NRC staff and the Commission outside the

adjudicatory process. We have no intention of altering any

schedules the staff or the Commission might establish for

the completion of required items or deciding whether various

required steps have been completed. 35/ Our responsibility,-

however, as the Comm.osion specifically pointed out in

CLI-82-32, 16 NRC at (slip opinion at 1-2), is'to

determine "what short-term or long-term actions are

necessary and sufficient to adequately protect the public

health and safety." Consistent with that mandate, we

believe we have the authority to determine (should the

evidence support such determination) that the installation

of high point vents prior to restart as a means of removing.

excess steam to assure restoration of natural circulation is

a necessary short-term action which must be taken before we

can find that the public health and safety is adequately

protected.

As UCS correctly points out, significant questions

remain regarding the adequacy of operator training and

25 The Oc= mission, for exam le, has decided er a timetable
for the installation of high point vente as a means of
removing noncondensible gases; such vents may be
installed no later than the first refueling outage
after restart. In such circumstances, we may not
require, as a condition of restart, that the removal of
noncondensible gases by means cf hich point vents be |
aceilnble. '

_ _ -
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emergency procedures for uce of the high point vents.'36/--

The licensee states that the vents are intended to be used

during inadequate core cooling only to remove noncondensible

gases. - / In addition, the licensee asserts that its37

operators will not be trained to use the high point vents to
,

remove steam. 38/ This is inconsistent with the' staff- *

position stated in a March 25, 1982 letter from the Director

of the Division of Licensing, Office of Nuclear Reactor
'

Regulation to the Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) Owners Group that

was the result of a staff meeting with the Owners Group. --39/

Thus, we find the licensee's assertion unsettling. In

contrast, the owner of another B&W plant, Rancho Seco, has
,

previded information to the staff discussing the possible
4

use of the hot leg vents to remove steam during " normal"

36/ See UCS Response at 5.

17/ See Licensee Response at 43.

38/ Id. at 43 n.34.

--~39/ The letter states that, in the staff's understanding,
"cperators will be trained tc urc the high point vents
te rcmove any steam bubbles." Letter from Darrell G.
Eisenhut to J.J. Mcttimoe, Enclosure at 3-4. In this
connection, we note that the release of non-condensible

| gases is likely to be accompanied by the formation and
release of steam.

|

?

I

I

l

i
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(i . e . , adequate core cooling) small break LOCAs. 40/-

Finally, the licensee indicates that there is not

sufficient time to construct-and install the hot leg high

point vent system prior to restart. --41/ The licensee.

explains that major and essential pieces of equipment will

have been received by the end of this year but that the

detailed engineering is not yet complete. Construction and
.

installation would then take some four to six months. 42/-

There is conflicting evidence concerning whether the

vents might be useful in removing steam voids from the high

points of the primary system and in restoring liquid natural

circulation. Such a procedure might be useful, for example,

if steam voids are produced during a small break LOCA after

the HPI pumps have refilled the primary system or during

40/ See letter from J.J. Mattimoe to Director of Nuclear--

Reactor Regulation (July 1, 1981) " Position Paper on
Reactor Vessel Head Vents" at Section 4.1.2; letter
from U. Walbridge to Director of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation (March 4, 1982), Enclosure at 8. Both
letters are part of the record in the Rancho Seco
special proceeding (Docket No. 50-312), which is now
undergoing Appeal Board review. See, e.c., Sacramento
Municipal Utility District (Rancho Seco Nuclear
Generating Station), ALAB-703, 16 NRC (Nov. 23,
1982).

il/ Licensee Response at 44.

41/ Id. he note that this statement appears tc be
incoraistent with that made te Cctrissioner Gilinsky
during a recent site visit. See Memorandum to File
from Edward Abbott (Nov. 5, 1982) at 3, which states
that "[m]uch of the electrical work for the vent
modification is complete and the hardware is on-site."
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plant cooldown. 43/ As the foregoing makes clear, however,-

I many open' questions remain and some further analysis on the

record is required.

C. Two-Phase Natural Circulation (Boiler-Condenser
Process)

In our November 5, 1982 memorandum and order, we

indicated our tentative view that the ability of the

boiler-condenser mode of natural circulation to remove

enough decay heat to prevent core damage had not been

adequately demonstrated on the record. 44/ UCS apparently-

shares that conclusion but does not comment on it in
detail. 45/ The licensee and the staff, however, argue that

-
-

43/ On June 11, 1980, a steam bubble formed in the vessel
~~

head during a natural circulation cooldown at St.
Lucie. See IE Circular No. 80-15 (June 20, 1980).
Also, IE Circular No. 81-10 (July 2, 1981) discusses
steam voiding in the reactor. coolant system during
decay heat removal cooldown.

--44/ See our Memorandum and Order of November 5, 1982 at 7
n.15, referencing testimony by licensee witness Jones
that this mode had been predicted by computer modeline
but no tests had been performed to demonstrate its
viability. See Tr. 4687-88, 4691, 4702; Jones and
Eroughton (Board Question on UCS Contention 8) , fol.
Tr. 5038, at 16-17. We also noted that the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards and the staff have
subsecuently expressed concern for the modeling of the
:;.anic thermal hydraulic behavier of EabcccP c Wilcon
fEst) plants during small break lors of coolant
accidents. See, e.c., letter frem P. She mon to
Williar 2. Dircks (Odtober 13, 1982); letter from
Darrell G. Eisenhut to J.J. Mattimoe (March 25, 1982).

45/ See UCS Response at 1.
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. ;(reject the-Licensing Board's conclusion that the TMI-2
j, 'accidentiii^d not reveal a problem with reliance on natural

- % ,

circulation. That conclusion, UCS asserts, was based in,- s

'
' part upon the incorrect premise that the boiler-condenser
; .

q ' mode will be established and will remove sufficient core.- -

"
6ecay heat. 50/ In addition, UCS takes exception to the
~ . s

'
'

.aoard's finding that the boiler-condenser mode meets the

1aquirements of, General Design Criteria 34 and 35. b~

Seep.,

'
- .

note 20, supra. UCS charges that the Board failed to
*

y '.
,

liodf4cnt evidence demonstrating that the boiler-condenser'

- ~

% '\
mode Ja not sufficiently reliable because (1) there is no

"mg

instruIgntation to determine primary water level in the .
,

ste&R 'penerators; / (2) emergency procedures recuire
52

reffiling of the primary system, which will prevent the
establie.hment of the boiler-condenser mode; 53/ and (3) the\

w
N ,,

r, m s

i' -SO/ Id. a't 2-3.
'

.
-

,. m W -

th

( s51/ Id. at 8-9. See LBP-81-59, supra, 14 NRC at 1230.~

S ,_

'

'

#_ -- -52/ This issue will be addressed in our final decision on','

ga, cesign 1ssees.
, . .-

. ..

*
. .. *Jr 2 53/ UCS explains that refilline the primarv system, as the. w s - -w
$,y, w + %q operators are directed to do following a LOCA, would

, * . Ag"' bic,^k the steam condensing surface in the steam+ -

er A , , ~- ceneretc,rs and preclude boiler-condenser cooling. UCS i

V*O y jgieFat'li. Je agree that, if the. primary syste.,could I
.;, be Ivfil'1ed , this would preclude the boiler-condenser>

j%^[ " ( modo uny.1 the primary level dropped sufficiently to
.g

-

' T' af exposeta consensing surface. Mcwever, if the primary
9 - Y N ystem\;ar,be kept full, the boiler-condenser mode |. _ ,

% would :1o,Ly be-needed. l
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/ @ifectjvenesy,/o Ahqt process has not bee 6 tested. 54jr.
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Finally,,U{Shargu,w
,

As thct the boiler-condenser mode is not-, ,
\ ri

i
-

,

g) -t i

sufficie2t:1 reliablebecauseof4tsdependenceonthe ^

,
'

,|,/ 't
'

-

emergency feedwater system. 557 , p-
-

- .

The licensee maintains that the B&W emergency. core , . . ,
e ,

cooling system (ECCS) evaluation model is an NRC-approved *

s s y

computer code under Appendix K.to 10 CFR Part 50, and'
~ c a

there gre is not open to challenge in this proceeding. 56/
^

./ ,.
, , . ' .

..s ,

The '24W ECCS eva t.ation model was approved in- September 1978
> ' ', . < ;

and no changes have been made since then for, demonstrating
- .. 4

complia,nce with 10 CFR,S5C.46.
, , .

/ -
Tr. 5159 (Jones). Accident

s'
t > ..

analyses ;ierformed pri.o\ sr toithe TEI-2 accident fid,qot -

t - < /
J . i

s

include breaks smaller than~.04 ftr. Tr. 4691-92 (Jor:es) ;
6

(Jenser$) . , In those anklyses, reliance on theTr. 5505-06

boiler-condenser process was unnecessary because the break

was sufficiently large to permit adequate removal of decay

heat through the break itself. Tr. 4693-92 (Jones).

Following the TMI-2 accident, new analyses were performed,

primarily to provide guidance for the preparation of opera-

ter procedures. Jones and Broughton (Board Questi0n on UCS

54/ Id. at 8-9.

-55/ Id. at 5, 15. Unlike that of UCS, cur concern for the
.

'c : :.11ty o.,. the boiler-condenser modc is not relate
. .

to the reliability of the emergency feedwater system.

M/ Licensee Response at 17-19.

4
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Contention 8), fol. Tr. 5038', at 4-5; Tr. 5517-18. .(Jensen) .

In addition,-the staff group responsible for review of the

B&W small break LOCA analysus, the Bulletins and Orders
' f*x' (B&O) Task Force, did not review the adequacy of the

Appendix K model. Tr. 5544-46 (Jensen) . 57/ Thus, it is--, a,

:

not altogether clear to us that a challenge to the ability'

;

of the model to predict correctly boiler-condenser flow can

'
be considerad an impermissible attack on the Commission's

regulations.

Staff witness Jensen testified that questions had been

raised by other members of the B&O. Task Fo*ce with regard to

the degree to which data predicted by the models had'been -

compared with experimental data in the small-break range.

Tr. 5583-84. The staff's generic small-break LOCA analysis

for B&W reactors states that the " methods must be revised

and verified before they can be considered for NRC approval

under 10 CFR 50.46." Board Exh. 4 at 2-3. Staff witness

Jensen appeared to interpret this recommendation to mean

that the models will be reviewed by the staff as additional

experimental data become available. Tr. 5021-24. Licensee

witness Jones disagreed with staff recommendations

57/ The staff nrovided the results of its review of the E&W
small-break LOCA analyses in NUEEC-0565, Generic
Evaluation of Small Ereak Lost-of-Coclant Accident
Behavior in Babcock & Wilcox Designed 177-FA Operating
Plants (January 1980). NUREG-0565 is included in the
record as Board Exhibit 4.

'
_ ._
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concerning the need for experimental verification of the B&W

analyses. See generally Tr. 5221-30.

Staff witness Jensen believed that the smallest break

that must be analyzed for the purpose of verifying

compliance with Appendix K or the limits of 10 CFR 550.46

are breaks slightly smaller than the most severe in order to

show that the most severe has been identified.- Tr. 5527.58/--

The smallest break that was reviewed for the purpose of

conformance with Appendix K was .04 ft2, Tr. 5538. Mr.
-

Jensen also indicated that the analysis of a .005 ft2 break

wc.s performed for the purpose of providing guidance for

cperator actions in the event of a small break LOCA. Tr.

5527. We dc not understand the basis for staff's position

that breaks of approximately .07 ft2 are the only ones that

must be analyzed in order to demonstrate compliance with the
.

regulations. As the licensee acknowledges, the boiler-

condenser mode may be needed for breaks smaller than

approximately .02 ft2 to help provide core cooling if liquid

natural circulation is lost. --59/ Therefore, it would appear

SE/ The most " severe" break (i.e., that break producing the
nighest peak cladding temperature) has been identified,

by analysis to be .07 f2 at the-reactor ccclant pump
discharce. Jensen, fol. Tr. 5496, at 5-6; Lic.EEx. 5
at Section 6.2.1.3.3.

Sc/ Licensee Response at 16.

-_ _ _ _ - - _ __ . . . _ __ __ . _ _
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that analyses must be performed to demonstrate that the

boiler-condenser mode is adequate to prevent the limits of

10 CFR 550.46 from being exceeded during these small break

accidents.
1

The licensee cites testimony that experimental. tests of

the boiler-condenser mode have been performed for primary

systems with U-tube steam generators. 60/ See Ross and-

,

Capra, fol. Tr. 15,806, at 34-35; Tr. 5223-24 (Jones). The

staff cico responds that tests involving U-tube steam

generators demonstrate the effectiveness of the

boiler-condenser mode for TMI-1 because the same basic heat

transfer mechanisms would occur. 61/ While these tests-

.

confirm the effectiveness of the boiler-condenser mode for
plants iith U-tube steam generators, we are not convinced

that they establish the viability of this mode for plants

like TMI that have a different prinary system piping
62/configuration and straight-through steam generators. --

6C/ Id. at 20-21.

61/ Affidavit of Walton L. Jensen, Jr. at 2-3, attached to
Staff Response.

iE/ In this regard we actc that the absence of a test
facility that conforms to the TMI-1 design is one of
the concerns discussed in recent ACRS and ctaff
scrrespondence. See letter frc= P. Shewmon to William
J. Dirchs (October 13, 1982); letter from Darrell G.
Eisenhut to J.J. Mattimoe (March 25, 1982).

- _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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In its response, the staff explains that its need for

additional experimental data does not contradict its

original conclusion on the efficacy of the boiler-condenser

. code. 63/ The licensee makes a similar argument, quoting-

staff statements made at oral argument concerning the need

for long-term model. confirmation. 64/ See App. Tr. 284-

(Sheron). At oral argument, the staff indicated that it did

not have confirmation of the process of trapping a steam

bubble in the hot legs and that the re-establishment of

natural circulation had not been demonstrated

experimentally. App. Tr. 287 (Sheron) .

The licensee asserted below that the boiler-condenser

r.cde occurred during the TMI-2 accident. 55/ See Tr.

4627-30, 46E5-86 (Jones). But itC witness Jones conceded

that the first time at which it can be documented that

adequate core cooling was established at TMI-2 was at

16 hours after the onset of the accident, when the reactor

coolant pumps were started. Tr. 4655. Therefore, we do not

believe that the boiler-condenser mode can be considered

viable on the basis of the TMI-2 accident experience alone.

62/ Affidavit of Walten L. Jensen, Jr. at 3, attached to
Staff Respons.e.

ii, Licersee Respot.se at 24-2E.

65/ Id. at 20.
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Our concern is not with the mechanics of the

boiler-condenser process but rather with the ability of this

mode to remove sufficient decay heat to adequately provide

core cooling. The licensee relies on testimony to the

effect that tests are not needed to confirm that the basic

phenomenon works but may be used to confirm the accuracy of
i

the code in predicting the amount of heat transfer for a

given system heat condition. 66/ See Jones and Broughton-

(3oard Question on UCS Contention 8), fol. Tr. 5038 at

16 17. As cantioned earlier, the licensee does not plan to

conduct any such tests. See p. 25, supra.

From the record, it appears that the boiler-condenser .

mode ma; be nee ded only f or a limited time period during

certain small break LOCAs. 67/ Once the core decay heat-

rate has dropped sufficiently, one HPI pump could supply

adequate flow'to provide core cooling without the aid of

natural circulation. 68/ For example, analyses indicate-

66/ Id. at 21-22. Licensee witness Jones claimed, without
substantiation, that there may be significant
conservatism in the model. Tr. 5293-95.

67/ Natural circulation would not be needed for breaks
--

larger than approximately .01 ft2 because the break
could adequately remove core decay heat. Jensen (UCS
Centention 1) fol. Tr. 4913, at 5; Tr. 4930-31
(Jensen); Tr. 4852-54 (Jones).

6E/ Analyses indicate thar two EP: pumps would provide
adequate core cooling for any small break LOCA even if
the EFW system were not available. Tr. 5588-89
(Jensen). However, this would not meet the
Ccmmission's regulations concerning the assumption of a
single failure. See generally 20 CFF. Fart 50, Appendix
A.
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that one HPI pump could match rore decay heat after about

one hour for a .005 ft2 break with EFW available. Tr.

5549-53 (Jensen) . See also Lic. Ex. 5 at Section 6.2.4.3.3.

It is for the time period before,the available HPI' flow
could match the boil-off rate of core decay heat that we

believe additional analysis is needed in order to confirm

that the boiler-condenser mode can adequately remove core

decay heat.

D. Feed and Bleed

As mentioned previously, the Licensing Board relied on

feed and bleed as a backup to the emergency feedwater

system, which it considered not sufficiently" reliable.-

Ensed on the testimony of several staff and licensee

witnesses, 69/ the Licensing Board-found that, in the-

event of a failure of the emergency feedwater system, the

core could be adequately cooled using feed and bleed while

repairs to the emergency feedwater system were being made.

LBP-81-59, supra, 14 NRC at 1370. We believe that there is

insufficient evidence of record at the present time to

support the Licensing Board's conclusien. We reiterate that

our interest in feed and bleed as a backup is not based upon

the Board'r conclusions regarding emergency feedwater

reliabi'ity. Rather, it stems frcr cur judgmcnt that the_

i

--69/ See, e.c., Jones, fol. Tr. 4b89, at 1-4; Tr. 5586-89
(Je nsen) ; Capodanno et al., fol. Tr. 5642, at 1-3, 11;
Tr. 6200-01, 16,734-36, 16,64G-47, 16,692-94 (Wermiel);
Tr. 7704-C9, 7E06 (Kecten) .

. --
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boiler-condenser mode of core cooling has not been

adequately demonstrated.

Our primary concern with the viability of feed and

bleed does not involve the reliability of the operators or

plant equipment. The record appears to contain sufficient

evidence to support a conclusion that the operations

associated with feed and bleed are relatively simple and

employ, for the most part, safety-grade systems. See, e.g.,

Keaten and Jones, fol. Tr. 4588, at 12; Tr. 4734-35,

4777-830 (Keaten and-Jones); Wermiel et al., fol. Tr. 6035,

at 5-7; Keaten et al., fol. Tr. 16,552, at 10-11. See also

Licensee Response at 27-29. 70/-

,

Nevertheless, we are still someuhat troubled uf the

lack of experimental verification of the process predicted.

by computer models. Both the staff and the licensee argue
,

that computer analyses predict the' capability of feed and

bleed to adequately provide core cooling in the event of

various small breaks. 71/ See, e.c., Jones, fol. Tr. 4589,-

at 1-2; Jones and Broughton (UCS Contention 8 and ECNP

Contention 1(e)) , fol. Tr. 5038, at 4-S; Jensen (UCS

Contention 1), fol. Tr. 4913, at 9. See generally Lic. Exs.

3-9 and 13. No experimental verification of these analyses

; 70/ These matters will be discussed further in our final
decision on the technical issues in this proceeding.

71/ Staff Response at 3-4; Licensee Response at 30, 37-39.r

t
.
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has been introduced into the record. We identified ~our

interest in such experimental verification in questions

posed prior to'and at oral argument, in which we made

specific reference.to the loss-of-fluid test (LOFT).

facility. 72/ The staff construed our requests to be-

limited to LOFT tests and failed to mention the Semiscale

test facility. 73/.

On September 14, 1982, two weeks after oral argument,
4

we received Board _ Notification BN-82-93, which provided

information on recent experimental testing of feed and bleed

at the Semiscale facility. The preliminary report from EG&G

: attached to BN-62-93 described a test that ldd to an

uncovering of the core. It concluded that the results " tend,

to support a concern about the relative tenuousness of the

process." - / Also included was a staff memorandum that74

briefly discussed the test results. It stated: "Although-

neither the staff nor the licensees or applicants have ever

; relied upon feed and blee.d in order to meet the Commission's

--72/ See, e.c., our Order of July 14, 1982 at 14; App. Tr.
206-12, 292-96. See generally App. Tr. 282-98.

,

.

--73/ See Affidavit of Walton L. Jensen, Jr. (Auc. 6, 1982)
at 10, attached to NRC Staff Recponse to Appeal Board's
Order of July 14, 19E; (August 9, 1982).

--74/ Letter frcr.P. North, Manager of Ucter Reactor Research
Test Facilities Divicicn, EG&G, to R.E. Tiller,
Director of Reactor Operations and Programs Division,
Idaho Operations Office, Department of Energy (Aug. 6,
1982) at 9, attached to BN-82-93, note 6, supra
(hereinafter referred tc as EG&G letter). EGLG is a
resecrch organization that is ccnducting core cccling
tests for the SRC at the Cemiscale facility.

- . _ - -- ,
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regulations, and although the staff has never concluded that

all plants with installed HPI and safety-relief systems can

successfully ' feed and bleed,' we believe t' hat there is an

inherent margin of safety attributable to';a feed'and bleed
capability." lEl ;f

This statement appears to be inconsistent with-the

testinony of staff and licensee witnesses that feed and

bleed is needed in certain situations. Ib While in general

75/ Memorandum from Roger J. Mattson to Darrell Fisenhut
--

(Aug. 30, 1982) at 1, attached to BN-82-93, note 6,
supra.

--76/ The following are examples of testimony by staff and .

licensee witnecses that implies dependence upon feed
and bleed in the event of a main feedwater transient or
a small break loss of coolant accident:

Staff witness Jensen agreed that, assuming no
emergency feedwater, there are certain scenarios
in which feed and bleed is relied on in order to
meet 10 CFR S50.46. Tr. 5587.

Licensee witness Kcaten testified that "in a
supplement to the FSAR there is a specific
discussion of the fact that if the emergency
feedwater system is not available, that the core
can be adequately cooled by the feed and bleed
cooling mode." Tr. 7806.

Staff uitness Curry indicated that the probability
of core damage must take into consideration the

'

reliability of both the emergency feedwater system
and the feed and bleed option. Tr. 16,723-24.

Staff witness Wermiel testified that "when we look
at the emergency feedwater system for mitigating
feedwater transients and the scenarios that could
get you to core melt, we recognized that there is
a feed and bleed backup capability to the system."
Tr. 16,734.

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED CN SEXT PAGE)
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the staff and licensees may not rely upon' feed and bleed to.

meet the regulations, the effectiveness of feed and bleed is

of special significance in this proceeding, because of the
,

testimony presented and the Licensing Board's findings.
l

On October 22, 1982, the staff provided us with a i

second EG&G report of two Semiscale tests of feed and bleed

and t6e staff's analysis of the results in Board

Notification EN-82-107. The first test, S-SR-1, was

performed using "high head" HPI pumps similar to those at ;

TMI-1. This test was terminated as a result of " operational

problems with uncontrolled coolant leakage."77/ Semiscale-

.

,.

16/ (FOOTNCTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)'

Staff witness Wermiel stated that feed and bleed
was part of the backup in the interim to
compensate for the lack of safety-grade emergency
feedwater automatic initiation. Tr. 16,846-47,
16,869-70. We understand that the staff considers
automatic initiation to include control of the EFW
flow. See Tr. 17,014-15 (Wermiel).

The staff also appears to rely upon feed and bleed in
the event of a main steam line break:

Staff witness Wermiel testified that "in the case
of the steam line break, for example, we do have
our feed and blded backup." Tr. 6126.

Staff witness Wermiel agreed that the staff is
relying on feed and bleed to cool the core in the
e~ent of a main steam line break in the interim
entil the emergency feedwater syster is fully
safety-grade. Tr. 6200-01.

~~77/ EGG-SEMI-6022, " Analysis of Frimary Feed and Sleed
Cooling in PWR Systems" (September 1982) at 20, 22,
attached to BN-82-107, note 6, suora (hereinafter
referred to as EG&G Report).

_ _ , _ _
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test S-SR-2, which.used " low head" HPI pumps, icsulted in

excessive heating of the core simulator. The report

concluded that feed and bleed appears feasible "but its

viability depends on plant-specific characteristics and

postulated scenarios."78/ As we indicated in our November--

5, 1982 memorandum and order (at 6), however, we believe

that these tests raise questions about the viability of the.

feed and bleed option at TMI-1.-

In its response to our order, UCS indicates its

agreement with that view but provides no comments beyond ;

those it already made in response to the Board Notifications-

79/and in reply to the other parties' response. - - In its .

response to Ecard Notification EN-82-93, UCS noted that ones

,

conclusion of the EG&G letter is that feed and bleed is

theoretically possible only within a certain band of primary

system pressure. 80/ UCS asserts that the record contains-

no evidence that an analysis was performed to demonstrate

that such a pressure band exists for TMI-1. 81/ The-

78/ Id. at 111.
'

--79/ See UCS Response at 1. See generally UCS Response to
Board ::ctification EN-82-93 (October 7, 1962); UCS
Reply te our Order of October 15, 1982 (Octcber 29,

,

1952). !

~~ED/ UCS Resconse to Board Notification BK-82-93 at 7. See
EG&G le'ter at 2-3.t

,

11/ UCS Response to Board Notification 3N-52-93 at 7-S.

<

g , - - - - . _ . _ _ . _ _. _ . _
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-licensee, in its reply to the UCS response, explains that

there is not a concern at TMI-1 for maneuvering the plant

into a certain pressure band because the.high head HPI

pumps can provide cooling flow up to the safety relief valve

setpoints. 82/ We agree that the existence of high head HPI-

pumps at TMI-l appears to remove the concern for a feasible

feed and bleed pressure band. We nevertheless believe that

a' plant-specific analysis of feed and bleed must be

provided. Such an analysis should address the possibility

noted by UCS that two-phase flow through the safety relief

valves might affect the ability to feed and bleed:

successfully. 83/-

UCS also filed and briefed several exceptions

concerning the feed and bleed mode of decay heat removal.84/-

Only some of those arguments are of concern to us now; the

rest will be discussed in detail in our final decision on

design issues.

:

i

'
--82/ Licensee's Reply to UCS Responce to Eoard Notification

EN-E2-93 (October 25, 1982) at 3-5.

il/ See UC5 Response to Ecard Notification E1;-52-93 at E. |
1

5*/ See UCS Erief at 2-3, 9-13, 15, 18-19, 21-24, 41, 44, )
-

~~

103-04, 106-08. 1
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UCS-asserts that feed and bleed "is an untested,

unverified cooling mode which depends on operator action and

a complex decision process." 85/ -UCS also maintains-

that the Licensing Board misplaced the burden of proof by

finding that it "has not been shown to be an unacceptable

way of cooling the core." LBP-81-59, supra, 14 NRC at

1269-70. 86/ Finally, UCS argues that the safety relief-

valves are not qualified to perform the " bleed" function

during feed and bleed and that the power operated relief

valve (PORV) would be needed to lower primary system

pressure during a steam generator tube break accident. 87/-

The licensee and staff maintain that the record'is
,

sufficient to deconstrate feed and bleed capability at

TMI-1. They also argue that the recent Semiscale tests do.

not challenge the viability of that process. 88/-

The licensee asserts that an event which occurred on

February 26, 1980 at the Crystal River facility demonstrated

the operability of feed and bleed. 89/ See Jones, fol. Tr.-

E5/ Id. at 3.

86/ Id. at 9.

27/ Id. et 1.'-24.

Si/ See Licensee Responsc at 26-27, 31; Staff Response at'

9.

89/ See Licensee Response at 29-30.

- - . . _ -
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4589,'at'3-4;.Jensen (UCS . Contention 1) , fol. Tr. '4 913, at i

19-10. The record indicates, however, that this event was-
i,

not a demonstration of feed and bleed over an extended - i,

'

!

period b5cause emergency feedwater was restored within 20 |

minutes. Tr. 5011-12 ' (Jensen) .

As part of its effort to investigate feed and bleed, )

EG&G' performed an analysis of the Semiscale test S-SR-2

using the "RELAP5" computer code.to determine whether the

code could predict the test phenomena. 90/ In response-

to our November 5, '.982 memorandum and order, the staff

discusses the discrepancies that were found between the code

and the test for the primary coolant inventory. 91/ The-

staff indicated that EG&G will perform the calculations with

corrected HPI flow characteristics and expects this change

to provide better agreement between the code and test

results. 92/ The staff also described a feed and bleed-

93/analysis using the RELAP5 code for the Midland plant. ---

h'ith only one HPI pump available and the safety relief

valves performing the " bleed" function, the analysis

40/ See EG&G report at Section 5.

92 Affidavit cf Brian W. Sheror (Nov. 22, 19E2) at
[E15-17, attached to Staff Respense.

92/ Id. at 515.

93/ Id. at E18.
.

I
I

!
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predicted that the core would be. adequately cooled. 94/-

This sort of demonstration might also be possible for

TMI-1. 95/ We would be prepared.to conclude that feed and-

bleed has'been adequately demonstrated for TMI-1, if (1), the

re-analysis of the S-SR-2 test demonstrates the capability

of the RELAP5 computer code to predict the. feed and bleed

phenomenon, and (2) the code. predicts that feed and bleed
~

will successfully provide core cooling using actual TMI-l

plant parameters.

Conclusion

A. Information
,

As we indicated in the foregoing analysis, we'believe

that the existing record is unclear as to whether adequate.

core decay heat removal can be assured for TMI-l in the

event of a loss of main feedwater or a small break loss of

coolant accident. Therefore, a limited reopening of the

record is necessary to clarify this matter. We have

determined that supplemental testimony is required in the

following areas:

94/ Id.

I

--95/ The staff indicated that the Midicnd clant is desicted
with a core power level that is five percent lower'than
that for TMI-1. The licensee's computer analyses have
indicated that omicsion of the American Nuclear
Society's factor of 1.2 for core decay heat would
result in the need for only one HPI pump to provide
adecuate core cooling. See generally Lic. Ex. 9.
Therefore, we are concerned thct the five percent
differencc in power level might affect the succcss of
feed and bleed ct TMI-1.

-- - . , - -- .. - , .-. --
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1. The exact size and flow rate of the vents to be
installed in the hot legs (from the licensee).

2. When and under what conditions such size vents

would or would not be useful to promote liquid

natural circulation, including reasons for the
;

conclusions reached (from the staff). I

|

3. The current-status of the hot leg vent I

installation (from the licensee).
4. Whether the modified B&W-ECCS evaluation model-for

small breaks that predicts the boiler-condenser

process is an NRC approved code under Appendix K

to 10 CFR Part 50 (from the staff).<

|'
5. Whether the staff has reviewed the EsW Appendix K

model to determine the ability of the code to

calculate the effects of small breaks, including

reliance upon boiler-condenser circulation (from

the staff) .

6. Whether only breaks slightly smaller than 0.07 ft2

must be analyzed (from the staff).

7. Confirmation (such as by means of detailed

computational analysis or experimental testing)

that boiler-condenser circulation flow will

transpcrt suffic:ent core decay heat to the steam

generators to prevent ccre damage (frcr the

licensee and the ctaff) .

E. Clarification of the apparent inconsistencies and~

confusion concerning the safety-grade stitus of

. - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ _ _
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components-in the ErW system (from the-licensee

| and the staff).

9. Whether and under what circumstances reliance on

feed and bleed is necessary at TMI-l (from the

licensee and the staff).-
10. Results of the effort by EG&G to demonstrate the

ability of the RELAP5 computer code to predict the

results of Semiscale test S-SR-2 (from the staff) .
11. Results of a RELAP5-type analysis to determine

whether feed and bleed will successfully provide
core cooling at TMI-l (from the staff). |

.

Although we direct the presentation of testimony by
only the licensee and the staff on selected issues as

indicated above, any party may offer testimony on any of the
matters listed. (UCS may file written testimony in

1
accordance with the schedule below if it wishes to present '

,

its own witnesses rather than rely upon cross-examination.)

B. Procedure

We intend to proceed promptly to supplement the record

and to complete the appellate process in this phase of the

case. All supplemente written testimony shall be in our

hands and in the hands of other parties nc Icter 'han the

cicse cf business, Wednesday, January 26, 1983.

The evidentiary hearing will be held in the NRC Public

Ecarinc Rocm, Fifth Floor, East-West Towers Building, 4350

--.
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East-West Highway, Bethesda, Maryland, at'9:00 a.m. on

Tuesday, February 8, 1983. We expect to complete the

hearing within a day or two. Parties will be afforded an

opportunity to file briefs, which shall include any proposed

findings of fact or conclusions of law that they wish us to

i r.ake. Briefs shall be in our hands by no later than the

close of business Monday, February 28, 1983.,

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

h d.u s.- -m 1.

Barbara A. Tompkins
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

-

.
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